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"THE QUEEN OF TABLi DATEES."
HIGHEST

ΤΓ·

stationary temperature.
&The indications for New England are fair
weather, nearly stationary temperature, variable winds, generally southerly.
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Chesterville.
Register of Eeeds—M. D. Jacobs of New Vineyard.
Nominations were not made for sheriff,
county attorney, clerk of courts and one
county commissioner, the convention endorsing the candidates nominated by the

Republicans or Democrats. Neal Dow addressed a fair sized audience this afternoon
and evening. Col. W. T. Eustis of Dixûeld
spoke in the evening in Music Hall.
Old Orchard, Sept. 5.—Mrs. William H.
Vanderbilt and her youngest son, George W.
Vanderbilt, are guests at the Old Orchard
House. They arrived here yes terday from
NEW

New London 30. 0
Boston, Mass 30.30
Eastport, Me 30 35
Mt. Wash't'n 30.30
Portland, Me 30.34
Albany, Ν. Y 30.34
New York... |30.34
Norfolk. Va. 30.20
Philadelphia. 30.34
Washington- 30.28
Atlanta, tia.. 30.20
Charleston... 30.14
Jacksonville. 30.00
Savannah, Ga 30.05
New Orleans 30.04
Cincinnati, Ο 30.20
30.13
Memphis
30.24
Pittsburg
Buffalo, N.Y. 30.20
Cleveland... 30.22|

Apollinaris

"THE QUEEN OF TABL? WATEBS."
"Filthy streets may be '<id and defective drainage and saoerage worse, but
for thepromotion of diseases of the diarrhaal type there is no agent like the polluted water supply."
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29.991
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Marquette. 30.07
Milwaukee [30.13
St. Louis, Mo 30.11
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8t.Paul,Minn

The dangerous qualities of contaminated drinking water are not obviated
by the addition of wines or spirits."
Medical Officer of Privy Council,
"
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England

nothing but A'ctw al Mineral
IVaters, such 'as APOLLINARIS,
free from all vegetable poisons."
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half an hour had entirely disappeared among
the heavy clouds. It was a beautiful sight
oil
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New York Times.
July 20, 1885.

"APOLLINARIS has steadily increased in popular and professional esteem as a pure and agreeable Table
British Medical Journal.
IVater."
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Able

and particle to its source, disgust
and nausea would be sufficientprotection."
New York Times.
"Pure water is ou'.j to be obtained
from NATURAL SOURCES."
Lancet.
"APOLLINARIS WATER issues
from a spring deeply embedded in a rock,
and is therefore of ABSOLUTE
ORGANIC Ρ URITY."
Oscar Liebreich,

Regius Professor, University of Berlin.

Apollinavis

"THE QUEEN OP TABLE WATEES."
"No amount of pure ocean air in the
lungs can neutralize the bad effects of
polluted water in the stomach,"
New York Herald.

Γne only water safe for the traveller
drink is a NATURAL MINERAL WATER."
Sir Henry Thompson, F.R.C.S., Lond.
England.
"APOLLINARIS NATURAL
'·

to

M INERAL IVA TER has acquired a
esteem throughout
the world."
British Medical Journal.

leading place in public

Apollinaris

"THE QUEEH OF TABLE WATERS."
"
The dangerous qualities of contaminated drinking water are not obviated
by the addition of wines or spirits."
Medical Officer of Privy Council,

The receipts from all sources of the fair
were $40,000. On the big day, Thursday,
22000 admission tickets were sold. The crowd
that day numbered 28,000.
A

security against the danthe
gers which are common 'o most of
ordinary drinking wat rs.
offers

London Me·? «:al Record.

Blaine.

13ANGoit, Sept. 5.—Tomorrow's Whig will
say: The use which has been made of the
remarks attributed to Senator Frye in a
speech made by him at Houlton some time
ago, has led him to make complete denial of
the misstatement. Until a few days ago he
had not seen that report, and was unaware
of its publicity. As soon as he learned that
remarks dprofratorv to Mr. Blaine had been
attributed to liim, Mr. Frye publicly denied
them in a speech at Waterville, September 3,
and paid a high compliment to Mr. Blaine,
both in liis personal and public life, comparing his position in America to that of GladMr. Frye indignantly
stone in England.
denied even having intimated that there was
The rea smirch on Mr. Blaine's garments.
port of this part of Mr. Frye's speech at
Waterville, in some way not yet known, was
suppressed. As the newspapers in this and
other States are still making use of the statements attributed to Mr. Frye at Houlton
in justice to him, his denial ought to b·

given the widest publioity.
FIRE RECORD.
The Pullman Company Loses $200,OOO.
Jehsey City, X. J., Sept. 4.—The Pullman Palace Gar Company's works in the
New York, Lake Erie & Western Railroad
yard were partly destroyed by fire this mornA telegraph
Loss about 18200,000.
ing.
building was also burned and all the wires
are down.
A Block Burned.

Springfield, Mass., JSept. 5.—The Dudley block, a three story wooden building at
the corner of Main and Bridge streets, at
South Hadley Falls, was burned at 5 o'clock
this morning. The origin of the fire is unknown. The loss is §11,000 ; covered by insurance.

The President's Vacation.
Lake Placid, Ν. Y., Sept. 4.—President
Cleveland's party drove across the country
from Saranac Inn today and .'quartered here
Neither Mrs. Cleveland
for the Sabbath.
nor Jlrs. Folsom had ever seen the beauties
of this portion of the Adirondacks, and the
Paul
trip was taken chiefly on that account.
Smith had charge of the party and drove the
Dr. Ward,
President and Mrs. Cleveland.
Mrs. Folsom and a friend of the doctor's occupied the second carriage. The journey of
about 27 miles was^over roads that proved
tolerably comfortable. Dinner was partaked of at the Kay Brook House, a wayside iun
about three miles from Saranac village. The
party will resume the journey Monday, their
determination being to spend several days on
the road in this locality before returning to
Saranac Inn.

enthusiasm·

alisans, sept, ο.— ne r rencii citizens
oi this place had a big celebration here tothe occasion ot the benediction ol
on
day
the two bells of the new church now in proThe ceremonies were elabcess of erection.
orate and were attended by over 2,000 people. Bishop De Goesbriand of Burlington,
celebrated high mass and preaelied a sermon
this forenoon, and blçssed the bells this afternoon
«
Diseased Cattle.
St.

was insured.
Accident at Sanford.
[Special to the Press.]
Sanfoiîd, Sept. 4.—Mrs. Chas. W. Jacobs
was thrown from a carriage by a runaway
horse. The woman was injured internally
and the carriage demolished.

and stock

"THE QUEEN

Έ 'ABLE WATEES»
APOLLIN aRIS reigns alone
IVaters.
amon^ m tarai dietetic Table
Its ntt r.i.-ous competitos ct>pear to have
"

another died away."
British Médical Journal.
"Its purity offers the best security
against the dangers which are common tc
most if the ordinary drinking waters."
London Medical Record.

one

after

day

ferent parts of Maine and New Hampshire.
Prohibition Meeting at Maranocook.
Mahanocook, Sept. 4.—The State Prohiatbition rally occurred here to-day. The
of
tendance was small, but a goodly number
leading members of the party were present.
were Kev. W. S. Mclntyre,
The
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A Horrible Death.
4.—News lia
;
reached here that the eastern end of th
Northern Pacific tunnel under constructioi
through Cascade Mountains has caved in am
nine white men were buried under the stone
and earth, with little chance of them bein
rescued alive. Further particulars are no L
obtainable.

Portland, Oregon, Sept.

}

of both

form, he claimed that the best
th<s standard
parties were rallying around
allwhc
of the Prohibitory party, and urged
desired the success of national prohibitior
to unite with that party.

Η.Ε.Ξ. THE PRINCE OF WALES,
ANNUAL SALE, 10

Morman Emigrants.
New Voiîk, Sept. 4.—Judge Churchill to
day granted a writ ef habeas corpus, ordering the emigration commissioners to product
twenty-three Mormon immigrants waitiin
on Ward's Island to be sent back to Europe
The writ was obtained to test the legality ο
the powers of the commissioners to sen< 1
back Mormons.

speakers

HAS RECEIVED THE

ROYAL WARRANT

To Send Back

Bashford,
Volney B. Cushing, Rev. J. W.
and
Ex-Gov. St. John, X. F. Woodbury
of
the
speech
on
centered
Interest
others.
the
Republican
St. John, who arraigned
the rum
party for being in league with
Blaine and Fryepower. He was bitter on
Occasionally touching on the temperance
issues as presented in the Prohibitory plat-

"TEE ÇÏÏEEN OF TABLE WATERS.®
HIGHEST

Heading, 'Pa., Sept. 4.—l)r. F. Bridge,
state veterinary surgeon, to-day visited Jefferson township to investigate the reported
prevalence of pleuro-pneumonia among catOn the farm of Isaac
tle in that locality.
Croff three head of cattle were found suffer
the
disease
and
were ordered killed
with
ing
Six had previously died on Croft's farm, and
nearly a dozen on other farms in the
neighborhood. All cattle in the townshir
will be quarantined.

An Annual Meeting.
[Special to the Press.]
Sanford, Sept. 4.—The annual meeting
of the old school Baptists at Oakwood's todifwas attended by many people from

MILLIONS I

Of all Grocers, Druggists à? Min. Wat. Dealers

beware of imitations.
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Drowning Accident·
SpiiiNGFiELD, Mass., Sept. 5.—The

bod f
of John Chalmers, 58 years old, who leaves
widow and grown up children, was foun 1
He ι s
near the dam in Holyoke yesterday.
supposed to have fallen into the cana

Republican Rally at Augusta,
hel<
Augusta, Sept. 4.—The Republicans
Granite Hal
a successful rally this evening.
commande
being filled. Capt. S. W. Lane,
of Maine, G. A. R., pre
of the

and fre
sided. Applause
Reed of Maim
(juently given. Hon. T. B.
Gen. R. X*. Kennedy of Oliii
was

spoke

one

hour,

Thursday.

Fatally Burned.
e
Pittsfield, Mass., Sept. Î5Ï—Josephir
Satu

vigorously

,

of Superlative Interest.

Democratic

and

How the Sabbath Was Spent In the

Unfortunate City.

Jt-nberg, while clearing offner table keri ιday night, accidentally tipped over a
d
sene lamp, setting her clotting on fire, an
was fatally burned.

People Beginning to Recover
The
from Their Creat Misfortune.

Prohibitory

ran
Democrats of Maine. They always
from an issue when made directly upon the
tariff, and were always seeking the advantage of some third issue. The question under discussion today of superlative interest
to Maine is the election of four representatives to Congress, devoted heart and soul to
the system ef protection.
Your representative from this district,
Hon. Seth L. Milliken, is a thorough, active
and valuable man in that position. He presented the question in his speeches at the
late session of Congress with great clearness and force, applying it with happy directness to the needs of our own State. The
distinguished representative of the first district, Mr. Reed, leads the House in the successful fight against the movement of the
free traders. The candidates opposing the
re-election of our delegation are not willing
to come before the people and join issue
fairly upon this subject. They seek to evade
For init and to interpose a third issue.
stance, in the first district, Mr. Clifford,born,
as the adage has it, with
a silver spoon in
his mouth, never under the necessity of doing a
day's work in his life, presents
himself as the "laboringman's" candidate
(laughter), seeking by a somewhat shallow
device to draw from Mr. Reed a part of his
legitimate support, liât Mr. Cliltord lias met
the usual fate of men who rely upon demagoguery. In political cimpaigns lie has overdone the matter, and lias, to say the least,
placed himself in an attitude that may well
be termed ludicrous. In a fervid address on
the interests of the workingmen, delivered,
by Mr. Clifford in York county, with a newborn zeal which quite ran beyond his discretion, he spoke of them as the "laboring and
lower classes who labor for their bread."
His blunder recalls somewhat vividly a
similar one made by a distinguished citizen
of Portland nearly 40 years ago. The lawyers who do me the honor to listen to me
will readily recall the stately, elegant form
of Thomas Amory Deblois, the law partner
at one time of the late Senator Fessenden.
Mr. Deblois was once an aspirant to a seat
in Congress from the Portland district, and
was addressing a Whig convention from
which be had expected bis nomination. The
committee on resolutions introduced an admirable series and an eloquent address to
the people. You all remember that the old
Whigs were famous for resolutions and eloquent addresses. Mr. Deblois came forward
to speak in response to the address. He
eulogized its language and its tone, and suggested that a large edition should be printed
for circulation among the "common people."
Mr. Deblois was not nominated and was
never afterwards heard of as a candidate for
Congress. The "common people" somehow
did not fancy his position. The same fate
The "laboring
will attend Mr. Clifford.
and the lower classes who labor for their
bread," so patronizingly referred to by Mr.
Clifford, will take good care to give
him leave to stay at home and learn a
better form of public address when referring
to the millions of American workingmen
who constitute the bone and sinew of the
land. (Cheers.) The third party of laboring
men will certainly not wish to join an organization whose leaders so flippantly insult
Nor will the atthem as does Mr. Clifford.
tempted third party Prohibitionists have
The
any greater success, in my judgment.
iireat leader of nrohibition at the time it was
incorporated m the laws, the Prince Rupert
of that fight, the man who led the forces
against ali opposition and carried the cause
triumphantly forward, is still living at 83
years of age, hale and hearty, with the old
fire burning and all his faculties aglow. Anson P. Morrill has spoken to the Prohibitionists of Maine, advising them to stand by
the Republican party, as that party lias
stood by their cause, warn;ng them against
the insidious efforts being made to lead them
astray in the pending election. He warns them
against the insincerity and the danger of the
third party movement, and earnestly but
politely warns and arraigns Mr. Dow for
liis desertion. It is a significant fact that
Mr. Dow, in attempting to reply to Mr. Morrill, is compelled to use the Portland Argus
for his organ, the Argus that lias been the
constant foe of prohibition and the libellous
assailant of Mr. Dow through all the stages
of his active and philanthropic life. (Cheers
and cries of "Good.")
The papers in the State which are prominently devoted to Prohibition, which have
held that issue liigh through all
contests,
the Lewi?ton Journal, published by Hon.
Nelson Dingley, the Bridgeport Reporter,
Camden Herald, by
bj MajorR.Shorey, the would
lion. T.
Simonton,
ordinarily have
been the organs through which Mr. Dow
would have communicated to the public.
But he feels himself now not only out of the
line with his fellow Republicans, but out of
line with those earnest temperance workers
in the State who have never wavered in the
past, and who stand earnestly and consistently for the Republican party toda^There
is an instructive lesson, painful and extraordinarv, contained in the simple fact that
Geu. Xeal Dow is using the Portland Argus
as his
personal organ for communication
with the public. The fact is so significant
comment or expiathat it requires no
tion in
submitting it to the comprean
of
hension
public.
appreciative
of
the
That
pubcomprehension
will
lic
readily reach the conclusion
that a coalition closely interwoven exists between the Democratic party and the so-called
party of Prohibitionists. They both labor
to a common end, which is tha defeat of the
Republican party and a victory for the Democratic party. The so called Third Party
could not stand a inomeut without Democratic support, and unless the imported
speakers of the Third Party are greatly slandered, they are directly in the pay of the
Démocratie party. But, like all the coalitionists, they distrust each other, and a rumor has it that oratorial efforts in the cause
of the Third Party Prohibitionists must be
paid for in advance—"no pay, no speech" is

Bells Dedicated.
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He Denies Having Made the Remarks [
Attributed to Him Regarding Mr.

Hobbs Gooch on the west end of the drawbridge caught fire Saturday afternoon in the
second story from the coal oil stove of a
tenant. The fire was confined to the chamand the loss will be only about $200.
I bers,
were
Mr. Gooch's stock of boots and shoes
all removed with light loss. The building

J

FROM

FRYE.

Fire at Kennebunkport.
[Special to the Press.]

the best

STATEMENT

ivcpuuu

MAINE.

England.
"The purity of APOLLINARIS

Î2EO.

DASH TWO MILES PURSE, $250
2
Frank A. Hale, Lewiston, cli g Skylak
Barrv 1). Wood, Maccan, N. S., br ra Touch-Me3
Not
1
Peter Clinch. St. John, N. B., b g Yorktown
James Henderson, St. John, N. B., b m Harriet. 4
Time—3.52.

contrasted with the evil accomthe Democratic party in such a

signal for

is the

PURSE

RUNNING RACE

Said the speaker, a reupon Mr. Blaine.
in
porter of my Houlton speecli said thatthat
of
the
Independents, I said
speaking
"they had such an exquisite sense of honor
and what was due their country, that they
repudiated Mr. Blaine and voted for Cleveland because the former was smirched."
This is the first decent opportunity I have
had for denying that false accusation. What
I did say at Houlton concerning the Inde"There was another
pendents was this :
party called Independents or Mugwumpsmen who thought they were holier and more
The forehonest than the average of men.
most of these was Carl Schurz, a German adventurer—a man who never had a conviction
in his life, a skeptic in religion and politics."
Now when you see a man going about with
a placard on his back saying, "I am honest,"
button up your pockets or you will lose your
purse. There is a certain class of people
who can't look at the sun without seeing all
the spots and none of the sun's ricli and varied beauties. Take a regal bridal robe, and
a looker-en secs a fancied ink
spot on the
very hem. He then becomes blind to all the
wonderful beauties of the costly garment.
Point out a Cathedral window, and a boy
throws a stone which makes a crack in the
very corner, and instantly this same class of
people lose sight of the brilliant colors of the
window and see only the insignificant crack
in the corner. These good men thought they
saw on the hem of Mr. Blaine's garment
to all
just a spot, a smirch and became blind
the noble qualities and virtues of this great
We knaw what our country needed
man.
and wanted, and nominated the greatest and
best man in this our broad country, the one
best fitted for that high station and the man
Yet these men
who knew best our people.
thought they saw a smirch on Mr. Blaine's
who
garment, and so voted for Cleveland,
attack
was smirched all over." If that is an
attacked
to
be
like
I
would
on Mr. Blaine
that way myself.
Every mention of Mr. Blaine's name was
greeted with applause. At the close of the
meeting it was learned that the great Republican leader had just returned from SkowheLed by the
gan and was at the Elmwood.
band the immense crowd went to the hotel and
tendeied hiin a serenade or rather an ovation. In response to repeated cries Mr.
Blaine appeared on the veranda and made
one of his graceful impromptu speeches. In
the Kennebec valley the name of Mr. Blaine

drop

CLASS.

FREE TO ALL.
II. A. Brick, Lewiston, bk m Gilbretli Maid.l 1 1
T. I). Marsli, Great Falls, N, H., br g Fred
dis
8
C. W. Bell, St. John, N. B., b m Hopcmont.. dis
2 34
C. Record, Portland, br m Carrie Τ
5 5 5
E. L. Norcross, Manchester, b m Sontag
4 2 2
,1. F. Haines, Biddeford, b in Nellie M
M. C. Delano, Canton, Β. M. Maggie Nutter.3 4 3
Time—2.31 Ά, 2.33, 2.31V!.

way that the most obtuse could but compreIn the course of
hend the vast difference.
his oration the speaker devoted a word or
two in denying the vicious report so zealously circulated by the Democratic press, that
in his speech at Iloulton he made an attack

"THE QUEEN OF TABLE WATEBS."
"If the inhabitant; ;·/ great cities
could see the filth thai ·'■ concealed in the
water which they use, and trace every

i^nnvo

blkg

plished by

ApoUinaris

Allf

A. W. Brackett, Pittsfield, cli g Roanoke. 1 6 11
2 2 4 5
J. F. Haines, Biddeford, br g Taintor
3 12 3
Mikado
C. .Record, Portland,
Peter Carroll. Pictou, N. S. br s I*eabodjr..4 4 3 4
Prank A. Hale, Lewiston, b g Remember. .5 3 5 2
dis
A. W. Strauss, Boston, b g Duke
Time—2.37%, 2.34 Vi, 2.34V2.

at Watervllle.

cuuutiy

mnxn

At»»

watching it. At 4 o'clock the balloon landed
eight miles from the city in East Limington.
Following is a summary of the races today. In the morning the heat of the 2.32
class postponed from yesterday was trotted
It was won by the brown mare Maggie Nutter owned by M. C. Delano of Canton.

Cloudy

[Special to the I'kess.]
Watehville, Sept. 4 —Senator Win. P.
Frye was given a most enthusiastic reception
here last night. Town Hall was packed to
its utmost capacity with voters, standing
The meeting was
room even being taken.
called to order by N. S. Emery, and Mr.
Frye was introduced. His appearance was
the signal for prolonged and vociferous
cheering. For nearly two hours he held the
large audience by the power of his oratory
and the force of his clear cut argument. The

New York Herald.
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of the Closing

BAXGoii,i>ept. 4—This afternoon closed the
About
•xercises of the New England Fair.
3,000 people witnessed the races and the balloon ascension. The latter occurred at 2.30
o'clock and was a great success. Prof. Allen
the aeronaut, was accompanied by Mellen C,
Pierce, from the firm of Bragg & Pierce of
When the balloon
this city and his wife.
for a short diswas let go, the car dragged
tance, but finally went intojthe lair and in

SENATOR FRYE

Journal.
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W. W. Eichjxberoeb,
Sergeant, Sigual Corps, U. 8. A.
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Omaha,
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A. Van der Veer, A.M., M.D.,

Boston

FAIR.

ENCLAND

at

Bangob, Sept. 4.-Notwithstanding the
threatening weather the meeting at Unity
was largely attended today, large crowds
liaving come from the surrounding towns.
About 5000 were present. After Mr. Blaine
had discussed the relations of the protective
tariff to the industrial interest and progress
The
of Maine in his speech today, he said :
great trouble with any public issue is to get
it so presented to the people as to secure a
The
fair, direct, unqualified vote upon it.
minority party is always struggling to evade
that form of submitting the question to the

Senator—Ζ. li. Greenwood of Farmington.
County Treasurer—E. A. Hall of Cliesteryille.
County Commissioners—I'liineas Wliittier of

ai"

Addressed

Coalition.

Farmington, Sept. 4.—Third Party Prohibitionists held a county convention here
to-day. Fifteen men took part in the proceedings. These officers were nominated :

THE

51
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Day.

London Medical Record.
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A

Bar Harbor.
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Large

Unity.

Third Party Convention.

£» *

Place of

The purity of APOLLINARIS
offers the best security against the dangers which are common to most of the
ordinary drinking waters."

February

A

From Old Orchard.

(Sept. 5, 1880, 10.00 P. M.)
Observations taken at tbe same moment of time
at all stations.
Thermo'ter WlUQ

STRICKEN CHARLESTON.

BLAINE ON THE THIRD PARTY.

Labor.

"

President of *h.t Medical Society
the State if Jfeia York.
1886.
3,

hour and a

an

Labor Trouble at Bath.
Bath, Sept. 4.—The New England Shipbuilding Company have announced to their
of 25 cents a day in
employes a reduction
About 200 men
wages commencing to-day.
and the pay will
are at present employed
The men will not
range from $1.25 to $2.00.
the
strike but will refer the matter to

UKTlCUJlULiUttlt'Ali ItKl'UrtT.

•'n many instances."
A. Van Der Veer, A.M., M.D.,

February

169.5

daily bar...30.558 Maximum ther. ..67.3
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Total Drecip
Meandatly hum....83.5
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Mean
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"THE QUEEN OF TABU· WATERS."
"
The defective sewerage system of many
.■>f our cities and the no-drainage of our
larger towns and rural districts are poisoning the very sources of potable water
President of the Medical Society
the State 0/ New York.
1886.
3,

55.8
95.5
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54.3
85.5
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LOCAL WEATHER REPORT.

LONDON, 1884,
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WEATHER.

f toton, Sept. G.
The indications for
*ie New Hampshire andjVermont are fair weather and
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PORTLAND

The Brave-Hearted Citizens Devising
Means to Rebuild the City.

Another Slight Shock at Charleston
Last

Night.

Charleston, S. C., Sept. 4.—Last night's
shock in this city has greatly impaired confidence. The slightest noise, such as the
empty any house of its
jarring of a door,iswill
still very difficult to deinhabitants. It
liver telegrams as few people can be found
At 5 o'clock this
in their usual places.
morning the Western Union succeeded in
clearing up its business with all cities for
the first time since the earthquake. No
great damage was done by last night's
shock. Two untenanted houses are reported
to have fallen, together with part of the
coping of the Charleston Hotel. The Svibration during the shock was not especially
great but the sound was alarming· The people had come to the conclusion that the
shocks were at an end and their disappointment was agonizing.
The sensation today was the falling of
showers of pebbles in the lower part of the
city. The first fall was at 7.30 o'clock this
morning and another about II e'clock. They
from
appeared to fall in a slanting direction
There were morsels
the south to the north.
of flint among them and all were plainly
The fact of
worn by the action of water.
the fall is vouched for by several trustworthy persons

daylight gives the following description of
what lie saw: "You pass sidewalks piled
high with debris. Every other house, and
for blocks every house, has lost its coping,
porticos and often its entire front. Great
cracks from an inch to two feet wide seam
the buildings in every part. Often chimneys
have plunged through the roof, and piazzas
A house unare hanging without support.
scathed in front is apt to have its entire rear
demolished, or, safe at both ends, will have
I saw a hundred
its centre roof crushed in.
houses with both ends out, and the furPerhaps one
nished rooms exposed to view.
house in a hundred is levelled to the earth
Hut the deepest impression is that ninety of
the others are just balancing and 011 the
The steeples are out of
point of falling·
plumb, towers are tottering, columns are
aiar, cracks are yawning, roofs are trembling, walls are bulged, and people glance
uneasily at high buildings as they hurry
through the narrow streets. A severe gale
would produce ten times the actual damage
and loss of life that came with the earthquake- The equinoctial gale is awaited with

misgiving."
At 9.30 tonight another shock of about
thirty seconds duration startled the people,
ft was not nearly so severe as the shock last

night.

The Situation at Charleston.
CiiAitLESTOîî, Sept. B.—Charleston is quiet
today and the Sabbath silence is only broken
by the singing at the different religious
meetings which have been held in open air.
Hardly a church in Charleston is considered
safe for occupancy, and the ministers of the
different denominations have for this reason
in
different public
held their services
parks, and in the grounds adjoining the
There is no doubt that the estichurches.
mates of the loss bv.the earthquake are far
below the mark. The city appraiser, who has
gone over the whole city and is familiar with
the value of property, estimates that it will
cost at least $5,000,000 to put Charleston in
a position as good as that which it occupied
only a week ago. Buildings which were
considered entirely safe are now discovered
to be in a dangerous condition, and persons
who thought they had escaped without inthemselves confronted by damages
jury findare
entirely beyond their means to
which
ft
is for this reason that there is
repair,
Two of the government
so much anxiety.
engineers are expected tomorrow, and in
addition to these the Secretary of the Treasa
ury has been requested today to detail
number of competent civil engineers from
the office of the supervising architect of the
Treasury to assist in the work of examining
thoroughly every building, so that the extent of the injury and whether the building
is habitable and can be allowed to stand may
'*
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men and
distance of a mile. A number of
After the
women gave their "experience."
a perfect din of
general sermons there was
some good will rerejoicing, and doubtless
sult. A greater revival was probably never
witnessed than the one in Washington
of a half
Square, and the same may be said
dozen or more others. Catholic, Presbytedenominations
rian, Methodist, and other
worship in the open air. All of the sermons treated of the calamity which lias visited Charleston. At 4 o'clock there was a
of Broad
general mass meeting at the corner of
people
and East Bay streets. Thousands
sermons
were
attended and eloquent
ministers.
volunteer
preached by
The singing was beautiful and touching
and the teachings impressive. On heaps of
debris for nearly a square in every direction
people were congregated. Before the sermon began many experiences of Tuesday
night were given, some pitiful, some ludiA whitecrous, and others heart-rending.
haired colored woman, who had spent twothirds of her life in slavery, told how her
only son in fleeing from their home had been
brained on the stoop by a falling piazza.
What most strongly confronts the people
If these buildings
is the future of the city.
are not rebuilt or repaired the city can never be what it was and may be ruined.
At times during the early exercises the old
post office building trembled before the
soughing sea breeze, and its cracked walls
threatened to crush everv one within reach.
It is now quite plain that that there will be
no suffering for a day or two, although some
instances of hungei and want in poor families are reported. Enough money will probably be received to meet the immediate
wants.
The relief committee will open a general
supply stare and issue rations to the helpless
and needy.
Of the 12,000 buildings here, 3,000 must be
rebuilt. Many of the owners of these cannot get money to rebuild, and, unless outside
aid is given, at least 1,000 vacant lot9 will
stand where buildings were on last Tuesday.
H»w to get money, is the great problem. A
plan was proposed this afternoon by a local
financier, which seems to meet general apnroval. It is for the city to issue bonds for
$5,000,000.—tue present esiimaieu rem iuss
by the earthquake—the bonds to run say
irom 30 to 50 years, and to draw three per
cent, interest. It is believed Eastern and
Northern capital would take the bonds at
par, and then the city could loan money to
citizens and take mortgages on the property.
A party of scientists, headed by Professors
Mendenhall and McGee, returned tonight at
8 o'clock from an exploring trip north of the
city. They visited Ten Mile Hills. Summerville and Lincoln. They give no cheering
news. At Summerville they felt nine distinct shocks, and say the peopie are terrified
and leaving that section of the country.
Most of the 300 houses at Summerville are
wooden ones, and as a consequence the damage is largely confined to their interior.
A large number of geysers were found
some five feet in diameter and nothing has
been found long enough to probe their depth1
None are spouting |while all are full of
water. Summerville has fared worse than
any other part of the county hereabouts, and
will be almost depopulated. The residence
of the late Congressman M. P. O'Connor will
have to be rebuilt. The old Charleston club
house, afterwards States court house is alCol. Batchellor of
most a complete wreck.
the Quartermaster Department, who arrived
here to-day with Col. Owens, lias been over
the city, and in an interview to-night said :
•'I have seen enough to say that tne ruin is
widespread. The eastern part of the city is
damaged severely, and I thins there is
scarcely a house, but will have to be pulled
I do not think that there has been
down.
any exaggeration as to the extent of the
damages, and 1 think that the calamity is
even greater than has been represented in
the press."
Profs. Mendenhall and McGee take friendly issue as to the cause of the earthquakes.
The latter maintains that they are the result
of landslides, while the former believes that
they are the result of the readjustment of
the earth's crust to the basin of the earth, as
a conforming of the exterior to the interior
of the earth, and points to the geysers as
evidence that the earth is settling and the
surface lowering. Prof. Mendenhall anticipates another shock tonight between 10.30
and 2 o'clock, when the tide, which rises here
to a height of six feet, is at full Hood. He
thinks the weight of the water along the
shore line of Charleston, which is over five
miles in length, is the immediate determining power of the cause of the earthquakes.
The fact of the tide being in and the pressure
of the coast line, he says, might also provoke a shock.
Another Slight Shock at Charleston.

There was another shock at 11.05 tonight.
was not very severe and its duration was
about two seconds.

It

with the assistance given and promised, will
be able very shortly to provide adequate shelSingular Incidents at Atlanta.
ter for homeless refugees and can furnish
ATLANTA,
ua., oem. ». -λ aiuguiai iuathem also with such food as they require.
on
Hutchinson's Island.
dent happened
There are today in Charleston many persons
D.
Hutchinson was investigating
W.
Capt.
who are suffering from the want of bread
the death of an old negro who was found
and meat and who are unable to help themAfter swearing the jury
there at noon.
The wants, however, begin to be known and
they were all to take seats in the cabin.
will be quietly met. Government tents have
David Moore, a negro, the oniy witness, bebeen erected in encampments in different
gan giving his evidence and had got about
parts of the city where full attention will be down to the time when Campbell was last
it
is
calgiven to sanitary requirements, but
seen, when the cabin; commenced to rattle,
culated that at least 5,000 persons will need
"then sheer again," said the witness. His
shelter for weeks to come and it is proposed
eyes grew double their ordinary size. He
to erect huts in public grounds for the acfor the door, leaving Ins evidence
commodation of those for whom tents will started
finished. The juror nearest the door
not suffice.
Ample accommodations will be half
waited about half a second and gave a leap
as well
provided for the coloredberefugees
out. The other jurors gave one look at the
It can
seen at a glance
as for the whites.
corpse and they saw it move ; they went out
that even the generous assistance given to
leaving the coroner and tha
warm-hearted
people in a bunch,
Charleston
by
A good deal of
to finish the inquest.
throughout the United States will be en- corpse
was
required to get the jurors
persuasion
If
tirely inadequate to meet this emergency.
Lamentaover.
back after the quiver was
Charleston is to be rebuilt, if the shattered
ble occurrences growing out of the shocks
houses are to be restored, if those that are in
have come to light. Maggie Steele, a factory
a dangerous condition are to be made safe,
operative's daughter, has lost her mind and
Charleston must have at an early day the
is hopelessly insane. J. G. Oakman, collector
command of at least $4,000,000, to be lent at
C. H. Murof this city, has become insane.
a low rate of interest upon the security ol
phy, of N. W. Murphy & Co., shoe dealers,
rebuilt or restored. No esproperty to be this
the
Tuesday
was
by
frigntened
terribly
regard is especially advo·
pecial plan in
shock. Yesterday he deliberately blew out
cated.
the
was
His
mother
brains.
only
person
his
Indeed, there is a disposition to await the
in the house at the time, and this shock will
arrival of Mayor Courteny, who reached end
A negro,
her life in all probability.
New York ftom Europe today, and will bt
name unknown, went to his house and told
here on Tuesday. In his courage and ability,
wife that he, too, would end his anguish
his
as
as
well
and in his comprehensiveness,
by death, and then, locking himself in his
mastery of detail, the people have full confiroom, made an attempt to hang himself, but
dence. His piesence here will be worth ε
a (police officer burst into the room and
thousand men to Charleston.
pulled him down.
There has been no shock of earthquake
since about 11 o'clock last night, and this
Vibrations Felt at Savannah.
but
tliej
helps to make the people hopeful ;
4.—Since last
Savannah, Ga., Sept.
are confronted by the terrible injury to theii
night's shock, slight vibrations have been
homes, and this tends to oppress them.
felt in the upper stories of the Morning
The prevailing belief here tonight is thai
They were almost continNews building.
the worst is over, and that the inhabitants
uous, the intervals between being only from
are reasonably secure from further visita
five to ten minutes at the most. While there
This belief is
tions of the earthquake.
was a general stampede at the first shock,
based mainly upon assurances of scientists
the editorial force nevertheless returned to
win say there is only the slightest prob
The buildtheir places and stuck to them.
ability of a recurrence of the more powerfu
ing is the highest and largest in the city.
shocks after a lapse of so much time. AVitt
At 9.30 o'clock tonight another shock of
the feeling of comparative security thus enearthquake was felt here. AVhile not severe
the city ii
gendered, the citizens who left
it
was everywhere suspectible, and people
hot haste to elude the danger have begun t(
rushed from their houses. Hundreds of peoreturn in small numbers, and visitors ant
ple are again spending the night out of
sightseers are putting in an appearance
doors.
Four times as many people were registerei
Shocks were felt at Baleigh, X. C., and at
tlio villi»
/firent lamrht.pr Ï
Thp. ond. with
for dinner at the hotels today than at ani
Augusta, Ga., tonight.
such a coalition, justifies the means, and both
time since the first visitation of the earthAid for the Charleston Sufferers.
parties of the coalition seem ready to resort quake, and all available rooms at the varioui
to extreme ends to compass the defeat of
hostelries are engaged for tonight. Few,
ii
Columbia, S. C., Sept. δ.—Another very
be
of
Democwould
occupied
and
the
rooms
of
these
triumph
Ilepublicanism
any,
distinct earthquake shock was felt in the
Unfortunately for their success, their case of another shock, and that may conn
racy.
city tonight at 9.25 o'clock, the vibration
schemes are all known, and are therefore
with the pressure of the tide at midnight.
I continuing about 15 seconds. The shock
condemned in advance (tremendous applause)
Very few of the regular inhabitants wil
succeeded as usual in clearing all large
Ii
week.
and aside from the importance of the issues
return to their homes during the
houses in the city of their occupants. The
it is the most daring of the stranger;
presented there is much in the character of fact, vertus
intiirlp nf n. Imildintr. and thes
the men who embody them as candidates and
the Charleston sufferers."
true
appreclatloi
as the exponents of the policy.
do so because they have no
New Yobk, Sept. 5.—William A. Courteof the effect that a severe shock would havi
Certainly the people of Maine have profound reason for pride and satisfaction in
at this time, when the houses hang togethe
nay, mayor of Charleston, S. C., arrived on
them
the steamer from Liverpool anil proceeded
the character of those who represent
by slender threads.
Two
in both branches of Congress, those in the
by the first train for Charleston. Ile authorpedestrians in their wandering
ized the statement that he will receipt and
Compari- through the ruins today discovered man:
Senate and those in the House.
the
be
of
not
to
be responsible for all tents that may be forand
freaks
eartliquak
insidious
freely
new and interesting
sons are often
warded to Charleston where they are imperindulged in, but I am sure I do not trans- Some of them were found at the residence ο
citizen
atively needed by many suffering and homeMajor J. H. Kobinson, a well known
gress the laws of courtesy any more than I
less people. To secure this end he has apThe building was badly wrecked in som
do the bounds of truth, when I say I think
that the delegation cf Maine in Congress
pointed the following gentlemen to act as H.a
places, while in others it seemed to have escaf
th
house
of
of
the
committee of arrangements: William
any
ed injury. In one bed room
will favorably compare with that
Hastie, of Charleston, S, C., W. W. Rhett
other .State in the Union. They will do honstrangest freaks imaginable took place. Ο
The headquarters of
aud I. B. Lanneau.
one side of the chamber oil paintings wcr
or to the State, which, in turn, does honor
t
as
less
force
with
such
the committee are at No. 317 Broadway,
thrown from the wall
to them. Nor is the language of eulogy
New York. The tents will be forwarded by
to be applied to our admirable candidate for
destroy the canvass, and crush the frames
steamer Delaware (Pier No. 27 North River),
while on the mantel-piece a few feet awai
Governor. Mr. Bodwell is not a politician.
the
vast
a
slender
tall
stood
city
of the Charleston line, free of charge on
in the same room,
With the exception of representing
which retained its perpendicular)· On ai
Wednesday, September 8th. or by express if
of his residence in the Legislature, he has
other wall in the room two or three sma
they can be procured sooner. In an internever held public office of any kind whatbusiness
undisturbe
in
his
were
left
frames
been
immersed
in
view Mayor Courtenay says : "Knowing the
He has
ever.
photographs
endurance of our people as I do, their coolwhile within three feet of them the plaste
affairs, and, while doing much for himself,
an
ness and bravery under all circumstances, 1
has done much for others and for the State. ing was as if it were wrenched off,
and
he
that
the
said
and
be
into
scantling
upo
am satisfied from the news I found here or
dust,
It may almost literally
ground
which the lathing was nailed was torn out (
his associates have created the granite inmy arrival up to Saturday afternoon that the
the
State
tl
in
was
hurled
across
its place. A lounge
sufferers require immediate and substantial
dustry. There is not a citizen
emchairs
while
or
more
to
a
broken
been
room
and
pieces,
relief. Many thousands of people must be
has
generous
just
who
than
from the weather
few feet away were not even overturned
provided for with shelter
ployer of labor within the past 25 years
that
a
one
side
of
on
had
long
at once. Hundreds of houses will have tc
during
In some places a gate post
Sir. Bodwell. lie has
in
men
a very much -larger numbei
1000
the
and
least
while
oth<
at
off,
an
twisted
was
be
rebuilt
average,
entrance
period, uponand the labor of 1000 men reprecannot be inhabited until extensive repairs
iiis employ,
post three or four feet distant was lieitht
It is a case of urgency and i]
A native describi
are made.
loosened nor cracked.
sents probably the support of 5000 people.
the sound of the most damaging shock 1
What other citizen of Maine can do more?
fully understood will, I am sure, be fnllj
so
done
have resembled the noise made by a ball in
met."
What other citizen of Maine has
ten pin alley, and the tremor to have bet
much? The wages paid by Mr. Bodwell to
Another Shock at Savannah.
like the motion of a window pane <vhcn tli
the laborers of Maine have averaged from
Savannah, Ga.,Sept. 5.—At 10.40 anothei
thumb is passed firmly over it in such a way
■ÇGOO.OOO to $800,000 per annum, and have,is ina
shock was felt. Hundreds of people arestil
He
to make a harsh rattle. Chimneys, fronts
some years, gone beyond a million.
camped in the square. The continuance ο
modest man, an honest man, an industrious
buildings, walls and brick fences did inde<
shocks is very severe on the building;
the
man,
and
Mol
fall like tenpins. Forts Sumpter
man, an enterprising man, a generous
which are greatly strained.
He embodies as much as any trie of rebellion fame are plainly in viei
a just man.
a
As the snn poured through scrub oaks ai
candidate ever did the honorable traits of
Savannah's Centributions.
into the tents this morning the inhabitan
gentleman. He hath virtue which doth be·
Savannah, Ga., Sept. 5.—Savannah ha:
to
fir
out
their
greet
turned
seem a public office.
responsively
contributed S6,000 for the relief of thi
Sir. Blaine, aceompaincd by press repreSunday morning since the disaster and
Charleston sufferers. Several light tremor
thrilling scene was presented. Scores of li
sentatives, immediately upon the conclusion
were felt here today and people continue ou
tie children were seen gamboling on tl
of his speech took a special train for Bai
in the squares.
Harbor.
green, mothers were making the toilets
their infants, servants were preparing brea
A Tower Settling.
fast over oil stoves, and men were in grou
Ex-President Arthur Improving in
Pa., Sept. 5.—The towe
Wilkesbakbe,
t
like soldiers after a battle, discussing
Health.
of the first Methodist church was found t
Within a spa
past, present and future.
re
a result, it is believed, ο
letter
a
to-day,
4.—In
settling
be
Washington, Sept.
200 feet wide by 1,500 in length, probab
eeived by a personal friend in this city, ex
the recent earthquake which was felt t
1,000 persons were camped. This is one
The tower is 13
l'resident Λrthur states in his own hand
some extent in this place.
of
the
t
and
the
city,
aristocratic
portions
writing that his health has very much im
feet high, built of massive blue stone. Th
A nui
were of the best families.
campers
doors were closed to the congregation to-dav
proved during his sojourn in New London
have
ber
of
occurred, twi
births
Conn.
and will remain so till an investigation i
This has
been
in
two cases.
made.
here.
day
Wi
warm
exceedingly
Ceronimo Captured.
of morning, howevi
the
full blusli
Supposed to be Drowned.
arose the voices of negroes in public placi
Tomiistone, Arizona, Sept. 4.—J»hi
Pert
Gi.oDCKSTEit, Sept. 0.—Schooner
They got up singing and shouting. By 10
Staughter, owner of the San Bernardim
reports August 23t
o'clock services were in progress at a doz
grille from the Hanks
ranch, arrived here te-day. He states tha
crew
her
while
ai
of
got astray
that four
Geronimo and his band of 40 bucks, squaw ι points. In Washington Square hundreds
tending trawls, aud it is supposed they wer
and pappooses were captive to Capt. Lawtoi
splendid voices blended together in perfe
drowned.
and were on the way to Fort Bowie.
harmony. The singing could be heard att
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A Decided Change In the Parliamentary Situation.

telegraphed to
sympathy was adopted and The
conventloe
tlie Mayor of Charleston.
then adopted a resolution eulogizing President Cleveland and proceeded with tlie deadlock.
A BOSTON MYSTERY.

The

Irish

Tactics

has

Completely

Discredited Churchill's Leader-

Trying to Unravel
posed Case of Murder.

ship.
Loudon, Sept.

4.

The unexpected lias happened in the parliamentary situation. At the very beginning
of the debate on the address, and all through
it up to yesterday evening, it was announced
as the firm intention of the government not

to propose or allow any business this session
At the very
but the voting of the supplies.
last moment, however, Mr. Parnell intervened with a request for an opportunity to
introduce a new land bill, the substance of
which lie at the same time sketched, and,
marvelous to relate, the hitherto imperious
and unyielding leader of the House conceded
the demand without waiting a moment to
consider the incident, surprised the House
at the time, and so angered the Orange landlord leaguers that these latter determined to
have a fresh amendment to the address for
the purpose of spiting the government, and
resisted three separate urgent private appeals from Churchill not to go on with it.
Why Churchill yielded to Parnell is in part
clear enough. The Irish tactics of the two
previous nights, which compelled him,
against his will, to grant two separate adjournments after lie had positively and empuatically declared against any further prolongation of the debates, had completely discredited his leadership and showed him that,
despite his majority, the Irish party was still
practically master of the time of Parliament. But it is widely suspected that there
in addition, namely,
was another reason
that he wants to get an opportunity of
repairing the mistake which the debates
and the divisions of the last fortnight have
shown he committed in refusing to pass
some laud measure immediately as an aid in
But
the maintenance of order ill Ireland.
however that may be, Parnell lias distinctly
scored a point at a moment when nearly every one thought his strategy a failure. First,
Churchill's concession is a distinct admission
that all the debating of the last two days
not, after all, obstruction, as tie contended
at first, and it will be a bar to any charge of
obstruction in the future, for, of course, it
was the debating which produced this concession. Secondly, the Liberal Unionists
and the Orangemen who represent agricultural constituencies in Ulster will be in a
carries
Parnell
if
fix.
for,
Drettv
me
aia
bill
the
wltli tneir
against
if
and
the
falls,
ministry
government,
he falls
through their opposition their
if
revolt.
Lastly,
constituents will probably
Parnell is beaten, nothing remains but coercion, against which the Liberal Unionists
are pledged, and which, more than anything
else, would raise a storm in England, while,
if he wins, the tenantry will be saved. On
the whole, the situation is distinctly better,
from the Irish point of view, though it is
much more complicated than it was last
week. The latest news I hear is that the
front opposition bench will support ParHell's proposals, and that Mr. Gladstone
will come home from Bavaria for the discussion. His advent may be confidently
reckoned on to affect the state of affairs seriously, and at present the expectation, of
more than onc|leading politician is that the
session, instead of coming to an end in a few
weeks, will be prolonged, either for the purpose of a new governmcntjland bill or a fresh
measure of coercion.
Death of Samuel

Morley.

London, Sept. 5.—Samuel Morley, member of Parliament, died Saturday night. He
was a prominent champion of Protestant nonconformity and made many liberal gifts to
that cause.

He was born in 1809.

Riot at Batlimocarrett.
Dublin, Sept. 5.—At Ballimocarrett, a
suburb of Belfast, today a mob attacked and
severely handled four policemen, and
wrecked a house in which the men had taken refuge. Military aid had to be summoned to effect the rescue of the policemen. Two
of the rioters were arrested.
The Czar's Reply.
Sofia, Sept. 5.- Thousands of copies of
the czar's reply to Alexander has been printed by order of the Russian Consul and distributed among the people. It is believed
that Russia will give the throne to Duke
Aldenburg, who is commander of the calvary division at St. Petersburg, and a favorite
of the Czar's. Bulgarian officers are greatlyexcited, although it is said that Russia will
not occupy Bulgaria unless a civil war should
break out.
The National Assembly to Meet
Piiillippo polis, Sept. 5.—Princo Alexander has issued a decree summoning :i National assembly to meet on the 11th inst.

a

Tho Police

Sup-

Boston, Sept. 5.—At ten o'clock tonight a
herdic drawn by one horse turned into War
ren Bridge from Causeway street, and proceeded slowly toward the Cliarlestown side.
In the herdic were two meu wearing straw
hats which they drew over their faces as
each lamp post was passed, with the evident
object of preventing recognition. Tlielr actions attracted the draw tender's attention,
When the
and he closely watched them.
herdic reached the end of Lovejoy's wharf it
driven up to the curbstone and two
was
men jumped out, dragging a heavy bundle,
which they rested upon the railing and then
pushed it overboard. The men then re-entered the herdic and were rapidly driven

away. Several persons who had witnessed
the act started in pursuit but were obliged
The witnesses were
to give up the chase.
was
human
body
positive that a
thrown overboard, and one person goes so
far as to say that he distinguished the formof
The draw tender states that he
a woman.
at first thought it was the body of some animal, but when the bundle struck the water
and floated away with the swift current he
saw it was too large for even a good sized
dog. Ile ran for his boat, but the tide had
taken the bundle beyoud his reach. The
very boldness of the act prevented the capIn its present
ture of the perpetrators.
aspect the affair is clothed in mystery, and
the police are busily engaged in unraveling
it.
PERUVIAN AFFAIRS.
Suffering Owing to Discount-Rights
of Chinese.

Lima, Sept. 4, via Galveston.—Great suffering has been occasioned by the heavy discount of fiscal bills of 8100 and $500. The
trnvernment has decreed that 5 percent, of
the customs (lues received at uaiiao ue applied for the purchase and incineration of
all bills of those denominations bow in circulation.
The U. S. S. Iroquois has left for the
North.
The government has decreed that Chinese
residents of Peru may enjoy the same rights
and privileges as other colonists.
The Chamber of Deputies has commenced
discussion on the budget.
Ex-Minister Galup has been liberated.
Poisoned by Adulterated Milk.
Long Bkanch, N. J., Sept. 1.—The analysis made by Prof. \V. K. Newton, the chemist
of the New Jersey State Board of Health,
the wholesale
shows conclusively that
poisoning of guests in several hotels here
and at Asbury Park and Ocean Grove' was
caused by adulterated milk. Warrant" have
been issued for several milkmen, who will be
prosecuted by the State officials.
general

news.

Saturday night a pleasure party, riding in
tally-ho coach over the mountains near
Kingston, Pa., met with a frightful accident
which resulted in the death of two occupants
and the fatal injury of three others.
It is rumored that Powderly declines positively to accept another term of office as
Grand Master Workman of the Knights of
a

Labor.
The first heat of the international canoe
cup race was won by the English canoe Nautilus at New York. The second race was
won by the Lessie, she beating the Nautilus
l min. 40 sees.
A letter from Capt. Sherman of the bark
Mermaid, of New Bedford, reports her at
Joanna, July 9th, with 225 barrels of sperm
oil, taken since leaving St. Helena. She has,
all told, been ten months out, and has 230
barrels whale oil, 225 barrels sperm oil and
2700 pounds of whalebone.
Rev. John Brown, of Albany, Texas, is in
Chicago foi the purpose of representing to
ν.·.«ΐ«ηοο

κλι.

+l\n

fllû

S\f

no/ltlla

who are in the drought affected region of his
State. He says that a scope of territory 300
miles wide and 500 long is totally destitute,
no rain whatever having fallen the past year,
and the crops being an eutire failure.

Prince Alexander has notified the Czar of
his abdication to the throne of Bulgaria.
The Bulgarian Question.
Vienna, Sept. 5.—The news of Alexander's abdication has been received with consternation. (The Prince's action being
looked upon as the beginning of a serious
stage of the Bulgarian question.
Death of Dr. Albert A. Crosby.
Concord, Χ. II., Sept. 3.—Dr. Albert II.

ηi-ncKv λf Hiia

fitv

rlrnnnftd

dead

of

ano-

plexy at the residence of fiis son-in-law. Col.
lie
Ε. H. Oilman of Exeter, this morning,

the eldest son of the late Prof. Dixie
Crosby, and was born at Gilmanton in 1826.
He was graduated from Dartmouth College
in 1848, studied law with his uncle, the late
Hon. Nathan Crosby of Lowell, and Harvard Law School, and after admission to the
bar, practiced in Francestown. X. H., and
New York City. Not finding law congenial
he returned to Hanover and studied medicine, received the degree from Dartmouth
College in 1800, and located at Wells Kiver,
Vt. He removed to this city in 1862. Dr.
Crosby was appointed assistant surgeon of
Columbus College Hospital, Washington,
and subsequently detailed as surgeon of the
13th Kegiment Veteran Relief Corps and
was for a time one of the medical officers of
In the
the 6th New Hampshire Kegiment'
latter part of 1863 he was assistant to his
father in the medical bureau of the provost
marshal's office of this State, and the following year was appointed post surgeon with
headquarters in this city. Dr. Crosby was
one of the local board of medical pension examiners nearly all the time since the close of
the rebelion, and physician to the State
prison, for 16 years a member of the school
board and physician to St. Paul's school for
many years. He was one of the most eminent physicians and surgeons in the State,
his services in consultations being in great
demand. He was a Royal Arch Mason,
Knight of Pythias and a member of the
Grand Army. He leaves a widow and one

was

daughter.

NORWAY CENTENNIAL.

THE

Arrangements for the Celebration
to be Held Wednesday.

Valparaiso, via Galveston, Sept. 4.—According to the law of the Republic the new
President will be officially proclaimed in the
capitals of all the provinces on Sunday next.

will be read in the presof all the troops aud officials.
been made by the
have
Arrangements
French opera company, at present in Santhe
at
new theatre lie.-e.
tiago, to perform
Sarah Bernhardt will be unable to arrive
here until f he ninth of October.
The Vina Delmar race meeting will begin
Oct. 21, lasting till Oct. 24.
A despatch from Santiago says : The new
Italian minister was received in public audience by President Santa Maria yesterday.
Very cordial speeches were exchanged.
It is stated that the Chilian ironclad Blanthis
which leaves England
co Encalada,
month, will bring 10 torpedoes of the ne .vest
The

The town of Norway will celebrate the
100th anniversary of its corporation as a
The Centennial
town next Wednesday.
committee have arranged a very attractive
programme. At 6 a. m., there will be a salute of 100 guns, ringing of bells and blowing
of whistles. At 9 a. m., each division will
form promptly at the following places:
1st division oil Main street, right resting at the
head of Deering.
2d division on Deering street, right resting on
Main street.
3d division on Whitman street, right resting
Main street.
4th division on Water street, right resting
Maine street.

The procession will move promptly
o'clock in the following order:

proclamation

ence

pattern.
President-elect Senor Balmaceda gave a
banquet yesterday to the outgoing ministry.
Congress has finished its period of session
for the present year.
Capture of a Wild Family.
Topeka, Kansas, Sept. 4.—For severa
days parties have been searching on Parson:
Creek, Washington county, Kansas, for foui
consist
persous known to be a wild family,
me nf .ι man. a woman, a girl aged about 13
and a child. ï esteraay me searcii euueu h
The man
tlie capture of the entire family.
woman and girl have black hair on their face
and the man much hair on his body. Thi
color of the faces of all is ashy gray. The;
cannot talk, but the woman makes a peeulia
noise which the girl appears to understand
The opinion prevails that they wero scalpei 1
in
by the Indians years ago, and, becojning
since
sane, have wandered in the woods ever

Congressman Randall's Condition
Philadelphia,
Sept, 4.—Cougressma) 1
Randall's condition was but little change»
today. Last night "ne had intense pain witl
To
his gouty leg and slept but very little.
day poultices were applied and the swcllin, ;
A simple narcotic
reduced considerably.
was given him during today and he restec
t
more easily. Mrs. Kandall is not the leas
If he continues t >
alarmed at his illness.
>
t
ablo
be
will
he
improve it is thought
loave his bed in less than

a

week.

Alabama Democrats.
Selina, Ala., Sept. 4.—The Fourth Coi
gressional district Democratic conventio
j
has been sessioii at Selina three days. Ther
All excel t
were five candidates before it.
ws s
dead-lock
but
the
one were withdrawn,
1110: t
not broken. In the midst of one of the
eartl
heated debates, intelligence of the
1.
receive»
was
Charleston
at
quake disaster
rot :l
The chairman, amid impressive silence,
i
s
to
rose
the telegram. The convention
i
feet and a minister of the gospel offere
(
f
A resolution
prayer for the sufferers.

on

I.

Wednesday.
two
a
Geo. Davis, of East Peru, has child, lbs.
who weighs S»i
years old this September,
dress.
The !>i lbs. include its ordinary

8 AO AD AIIOC COUNTY.
there
For the six months ending June 30th,
at Bath, ten
were built in different yards
two
and
one
barge
schooners, three sloops,

steamers—gross tonnage, ti,5yy.61.

SOMERSET COUNTY.
last
A sad accident occurred in Hartland
eleven
Monday. A son of John Davis, aged
other
boys,
some
years, went in bathing with
the
and was drowned. The other boys gave tha
before
alarm, but an hour had elapsed
body could be recovered.
YORK COUXTY.
Branch, had
Mr. Sylvanus Day, of Wells' otherwise inwas
his collar bone broken ami
by a vicious
jured a week ago last Saturday
death by the anibull. He probably escaped
mal tossing him over the fence. St.
at
Joseph's
After the parochial vespers
last Sunchurch on Elm street, Biddeford,assisted
by
Portland,
day, Bishop Healy, of J., and lier. P. E. DuKev. Father Healy, S.
the religgave
St.
of
Joseph's,six
pont, curate
postulants of
ious habit and white veil to
of an
the new Mother House in the presence
filled the edifice.
assemblage that completely
St.
JoΠ was not known to but few, except
ceremony
seph's parishioners, that such a the
church
was to be performed, otherwise
would have been unable to contain the vast
it.
to
Misses
flocked
have
crowd that would
Marie Agnes Bernier, of Lothiniere, in religion Marie Francois Xavier; Marie Augustine Uoude, of St. Jean Deschaillons, in religion Marie du Sacre Cœur de Jesus ; Mario
Anna Boivin, of Quebec, in religion Anne
Marie ; Marie Elonore Emede Jobin, of Quebec, in religion Marie St. Charles: Marie
Anne Cecile Patoine, of Quebec, in religion
Marie St. Jacques Augustin, and Marie Deloina Bolduc. of St. Francois de la Beauce,
in religion Marie St. Pierre Emmanuel, left
um

umiuuii α

agu

j/ui»uv

n>>

>»v

the religious life under the direction of the
Sisters of the Good Shepherd and to prepare
themselves fur an irrevocable consecration of
their lives to God in the work of education.
For three years past, the Sisters of the Good
Shepherd of Quebec had devoted themselves
to tnr labor of teaching in Biddeford, when
in 1885 it was deemed opportun»· to "«tablish
a Mother House of the institution in order
The noto give a better field to their zeal.
vitiate gives fair promise of success, owing
to the patronage of the venerable Biihop of
Portland, the devotedness as well as the pecuniary sacrifices of the worthy pastor of St.
of
Joseph, and all of the zealous membersalso
the Catholic committee of Biddeford;
to the charity land sympathy of toe entire
Canadian population of Bldaeford.
BASE BALL.

England League.

The New

rOKTLANDS, 3; BBOCKTOSS, 0.
The Portlands whitewashed the Brocktons
Saturday afternoon at Brockton in a game
enlivened
by the excitement caused by
Umpire Holland's poor decisions. The fielding of Conway and Spence and Thayer's
double play assists were among the features
of the game. The honte club was unable to
The score follows

hit Conway.

(ïalllgan,

If

Kearns, rf
Wheelock,

ss

Hatfield, 3b
Sheffler, cl
O'Kourke, c
Sboeneck. lb
Speuoe, 2b
ρ

Conway,

29

Totals

McCarthy, If
Burns, if

c

Meister, 3b
Becley. ρ

Cudworth,

3

8

7

■.

A.

ο
ο
ο
0
1
3
Ο
2
0
0
1'

ft.-*·
S
7

Ο
3

16

27

6

BROCKTON'S.
ΛΒ. Β IB. TB. PO. A.
4
0
1110
ο
ο
Ο
1
4
ο
4
Ο
3
Ο
Ο
Ο
Ο
4
ο 10
2
Ο
1
1
ο
2
Ο
1
ο
ο
ο
ο
2
1
ο
3
Ο
h
2
0
2
1
1
3
3
0
ο
1
3
Ο
Ο
2
υ
ι
ο
2
ο
ο

Coughhn, 3b
Cainpaiia. 11)
fatten, ss
Tuckeinian, ss
Thaver,

:

PORTLANDS.
All. K. 111. TB. ro.
υ
l
l
4
υ
1
1
2
4
0
3
ο
ο
υ
4
1
1
Ο
1
3
2
1110
3
1110
Ο
Ο 18
3
1
1
5
3
Ο
1
1
3
1
2
Ο

cf

S.

0
1
1
Ο
ο
Ο
4
0
3
ο

9
3
29
0
3 24 16
1 2 3 4 5 0 7 8 »
Innings
Ο 10010100— S
Portlands
Ο 0—0
Ο— Ο
Ο Ο Ο Ο Ο υ υ 0
Brocktons
Two base bit—Conway. Bases stolen-ι—Bute»»—'
.2. First
Ktrs
Sheffler. First base on balls—Brocktons.2.
baso on errors—Brocktons. 3 ; Portlands, :v Lett
Struck
on bases—Brocktons. 4; Portlands, 3.
out—Brocktons, 1 ; Portlands, 2. Double plays—
Thayer and Campana (2), Wheelock. spentfe and
Shoeneck. Passed balls—Thayer. 2; O'Bonrke,
Time—lb. 4Γ>ιιι.
1. Wild pitches—Begley, 3.

at ten

School Children.
Grangers.

Military Band—D.
leader.
FIFTH

J I.

Chindler,

DIVISION.

Antiquities.

The route of the procession will be through
Main, Fair, Paris, Winter, Beal, Lynn,
Main, Pleasant, Water, Bridge to Main
where the line will be dismissed. The literary and musical exercises will be held in
Ordway's grove at 11.30 a. m.. with the fol-

lowing programn:·:

Overture by Chandler's Band.
Prayer.

chorus of 200 voices.

Introductory remarks.
Poem of welcome.
Keller's American Hymn by chorus.
Oration by Judge Virgin of Portland.
Selection by Norway Band.
The order of exercises for the afternoon
will be as follows :
Overture by consolidated bands.
Ι'ηίΐιη

otic t·.) music of Old
Chorus.

Hundred

by the

Miscellaneous speeches.
Star Spangled Banner.

Speeches.

Anvil Chorus, with consolidated bands, anvils,
cannon, and chorus of 200 voices.
Frank L. Collins will be the musical conductor. There will be band concerts and
fireworks in the evening.
THE STATE.
ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.
The Freshman class at Bates College numbers about 35.
About eighty weavers went out of the
Barker Mill, in Auburn, 011 Tuesday, because i£. G. Spofford.one of the overseers had
been discharged.
By Thursday noon the
trouble had been settled, and nearly all the
weavers had returned.
CUMBERLAND COUNTY.
The Brunswick Telegraph's bulletin this
week announces four new cases of diphtheria, tiiree in the houses of the Cabot Comthere
pany and one outsido. Since May 1st
nave been 135 cases. The condition of the
boarding houses is said to be outrageous.
KNOX

Lynns

7
0
Ο

f.

1
1

Base lilts—Lawrences, 5 ; Lynns, 4.
Lawrences, 0 ; Lynns, 5.
1
...5

Rlnps

1

Base

U
x— 3
0—2

Errors—

HAVERHILL.

AT

Innings
Haverhills

8
0
0

23456789
0
Ο

lilts—llaverhills,

1
Ο
13 ;

2
Ο

0
Ο

0
Ο

3
Ο

Blues, 7.

0—11
2—3
Errors—

0
Ο

HaTerhills, 4; Blues, 15.
TUE STANDING.

The following is the standing of the clubs
in the New England League:

?
Cluhs.

llaverhills
Portlands
Brocktons

13 52 821.834

8l1o!n;i2

8i49;81 !.R04
4186
4118(1
ae ! so
20 81

liolο 10.r:
C| 8

Games lost...

3θ|32Ι45ΐ45

.478
.478
.450
.353

44 52

LEAOUE GAMES TUIS WEEK.

Fire Department.
Oxford Bear Engine Co., No. 2.
1st Maine Battery—Capt. Ο. T. Despaux.

Original

Innings
Lawrences

Lawrences
Bostons

FOURTH DIVISION.

Chandler's

LAWHKHCE.
1 2 3 4 5
2 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0

AT

Lynns

DIVISION.

THIItE

Hit by pitched ball-Sheffler.

Umpire—Holland.

on

FIRST DIVISION.
Mounted Police.
E. Norsworthy. leader.
Brass
Band—A.
Norway
Chief Marshal W. C. Cole and Staff.
R. Howe, Captain.
Infantry—Geo.
Norway Light
Knights of Pythias.
Independent Order of Odd Fellows.
Grand Army.
SECOND DIVISION.
Invited Guests in carriages.

Original ode by

Matters in Chili.

LOU η

Totals

Alexander to the Czar.

Athens, Sept. 5.—Ephemeris states that

OXF««u

foot of
A dugout has been found near the
by
Lake I'ennesseewasse, and is supposed br
used
boat
ever
first
the
some to have been
craft
white men on the lake—the identical Jerused by Joseph Stevens, Jonas Stevens,Lessand
Hobbs
George
Amos
emiah Hobbs,
Aug. 20th by John
ley in 1786. It was found
Hatch, Lee Watson and Charles Cragain,
the
procession at Norway next
and will be in

COUNTY.

Capt. Alexander R. Bennett, an old and
respected citizen of Kockiaud, died suddenly
Thursday morning, about 7 o'clock, on board
schooner Willie, when near Hewett's Wand,
lie went out Tuesdoy afternoon with Caj)t.
He
Kobert Gregory, on a fishing excursion.
was apparently in perfect health, but died
very suddenly.
KENNEBEC COUNTY.
At the Insane Hospital at Augusta, the
of
the new greenhouse has been
foundation
laid and the brick walls have been started.
A new band stauil is being built on the lawn
before tuo uiain entrance.
The vacajcy at Oak.G love Seminary, Vassalboro, occasioned by the resignation of
Charles li. Jacob as teacher of l.atin and
Greek, has been tilled by Arthur Winslow
Jones, Α. B., of South China, late graduate
of Haverford College, Pennsylvania.
LINCOLN COUNTY,

Fishermen's island,near Squirrel, has been
bought by a company, who intend to erecl
buildings thereon.
The U. S. steamer iris, Capt. Johnson,ha>
been oft the island of Monhegon, grappling
for the whistling buoy which broke adrift
from its moorings in a gale last March, an<i
Aftei
which is supposed to have sunk.
searching a day without any success, the jol
was given up.

The Portlands play four games on the
this
home grounds
week—Tuesday and
Wednesday with the Lynns, and Friday and
Saturday with the Haverhill*. Friday will
lie ladies' day as usual. The games with the
llaverhills promise to be very close and
exciting, and a large crowd will undoubtedly
be present at both contests.
Other Carries Saturday.
At St. Louis—St. Louis, 12 ; Bostons, 2.
Base hits—St. Louis. 14 ; Bostons, 7. Errors
—St. Louis, 2 ; Bostons, 4.
At Chicago—Chicagos, 13; Washingtons,
ti.
Baso hits—Chicagos, 20; Washingtons, 11
Errors—Chicagos, 11; Washingtons, 13.
Notes.
The Boiti n Ilerald says. "The base ball
It never reached
season in Maine is over.
so high a degree of excitement as this year.
Bangor, Belfast and Kockland have all had
strong teams, and it looks as if an interesting series could be arranged in another year.
Bangor was earliest in the Held and naturally
made the best showing, though Belfast did

splendidly."

It is doubtful if Slattery

play again this

will be

able

to

season.

Two hundred and tifty Haverhill enthusiasts are to come to Portland on spe«i»4

i-nr«i

t.r»

spp

t.hf»ir ninp nlnv hern t.his

It is said that the Bangors and Bellas ts
will organize a team and visit Haverhill,
Lynn, Brockton, Portland and other NewEngland cities.
President Moody of the New England
League will probably bring S pence's action
in thePortland-IIaverhillgameof September
It was during this
1 before the directors.
game that Spence called the umpire several
rtames,
uncomplimentary
alluding to him as
a thief and a liar.
STATE POLITICS.
The Prohibitionists have nominated for
the Legislature as follows :
Kenuebunk—Benjamin K. Redion.
lllenburn—Λΐοηζο B. Pronty.
Burlington—George M. l'agi·.
Laboring Men's caucuses havo resulted as
follows :
Rockland- -Oie ir E. Blackington, Frederick A.
Packard.
Kockport—J. ll. Eells.
Westbrook—Peter Graham.
Mollis—Α. II. Barnes.
I.INCOI.N DEMOCRATS UNWILLING TO Kl'.V.
Messrs. Richards, candidate for sheriff,
and Ross, candidate for
attorney, on the
Knox Democratic ticket, have declined to
run.

The Death Rate.
The whole number of deaths in the city for
week was 10, from the following
last
causes :
1

Disease?

«

.'.
Bright'sdisease....

Cancer

Consumption....

2

\

Brain....

;
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Total.
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Intiaui. of bowels.."
Did ape
Overdose of medlcliië
Peritonitis
Typhoid fever
Whooping cough....;
Total

*

1

Diphtheria

liropsy
lieuerai debility
Infantile
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~
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